Introduction of mouse C epsilon genes into Cos-7 cells and fertilized mouse eggs.
A fragment of the cloned gene for the mouse C epsilon chain, coding for the first, second, third, and fourth domains, has been coupled to the SV40 promotor region (pSV2-mC epsilon). About 50 copies of pSV2-mC epsilon or its PvuII-EcoRI fragments were introduced into Cos-7 cells. Expression of PvuII-EcoRI fragments of pSV2-mC epsilon was observed in about 50% of the Cos-7 cells by indirect fluorescence staining. However, no expression of circular pSV2-mC epsilon was observed. About 200 copies of linearized pSV2-mC epsilon with EcoRI were introduced into fertilized mouse eggs. Two of 78 mice born from these eggs had integrated mouse C epsilon genes. Mouse C epsilon gene was shown to be integrated in a tandem array and as intact structures without undergoing gross deletions or rearrangements, judged from the Southern blotting patterns from several restriction enzymes. The first transgenic mouse was mated to a normal male to examine whether mouse C epsilon gene were stably transmitted to progeny. Among 5 mice to which the C epsilon gene had been transmitted, one deleted 5 copies of this gene and another deleted one junction fragment, thus demonstrating relatively unstable transmission. No C epsilon mRNA was detected in the liver, kidney, brain, lung, skeletal muscle, heart, testis, or spleen of a transgenic mouse.